
 

 

STIPENDIARY STEWARDS REPORT 
 
MEETING DETAILS: 

Club: Wellington Racing Club Date: 25/05/2013 

Weather: Fine 
Track: Heavy (11) 
Rail: True 
Stewards: N Goodwin (Chairman), M Zarb, B Bateup & L Tidmarsh 
Typist: Pauline Penketh 

 

GENERAL:  
C Johnson was unable to attend the meeting due to transport difficulties. Rider changes below. 

 

SUPPLEMENTARY:  
 

 

SUMMARY: 
Swabbing: FOREFRONT; AUTHENTIC PADDY; MUSUKO KING; THATZ DAVID;  MAHANADI;  BRAD THORN; 

DESTINY COVE; BRAGATO;  WHO SHOT THEBARMAN 
 

Suspensions: Race  7 J Parkes – Rule 636 (i) (b) – suspended 01/06/2013 – 06/07/2013 (5weeks) 

Protests: Race   

Fines: Race  9 G Searle – Rule 616 (c) – presented JAMOMITI with a tongue tie - $50 

Warnings: Race    

Bleeders: Race   

Horse Actions: Race  4 AINTREE – warning for barrier manners 
 

Medical Certificates:  

Rider Changes: Race  6 
9 

GO BEAUTY – C Johnson to L Allpress 
BEAU AGEN – C Johnson to B Lammas 

Late Scratchings: Race    

 
RACE COMMENTS: 

Race 1 OWNERS FUNCTION SATURDAY 8TH JUNE PREMIER 

TEODORA kicked itself in the barriers and after undergoing a veterinary inspection, was cleared to race. 
ANTOWNOV began awkwardly. 
BACHELOR MAN was slow to begin. 
UNBELIEVEABELLE shifted out near the 400 metres to obtain clear running 
FOREFRONT was inclined to lay inwards in the final straight and had to be straightened on several occasions. 
 

Race 2 RON NORMAN 75TH BIRTHDAY 3YO PREMIER 

PETITE BRIGITTE began awkwardly and lost ground. 
AUTHENTIC PADDY was held up briefly entering the home straight and shifted out to obtain clear running. 
 

Race 3 MID WINTER CHRISTMAS SATURDAY 13 JULY PREMIER 

MINK was crowded leaving the barriers between DAIELLO and AUNT DAISY which shifted out. 
AUTHENTIC DESIRE was slow to begin. 
Over the early stages, THE BROWN BOMBER which was racing keenly had to be restrained off the heels of ELUSIVE RED. 



 

 

Near the 1000 metres DAIELLO commenced to over-race and shifted in hampering MINK and MUSOKO KING both of which 
became unbalanced. 
THE BROWN BOMBER raced wide throughout. 
MUSUKO KING was held up early in the home straight. 
When questioned regarding the performance of ELUSIVE RED, rider J Parkes could offer no excuse. 
 

Race 4 MAGNESS BENROW TRENTHAM GOLD CUP 

AINTREE stood flat-footed when the start was made and lost considerable ground.  Trainer G Freeman was advised that a 
warning would be placed against AINTREE with regard to its barrier manners. 
LET’S GO FRATELLI was slow away. 
INTRANSIGENT lay out under pressure over the final 150 metres. 
When questioned regarding the performance of NEGOTIATE rider R Myers was of the opinion the 2100 metres on a heavy 
11 may have told over the final stages. 
 

Race 5 IT’S A DUNDEEL PREMIER 

MR IDEAL began awkwardly and was slow away. 
ANGEL MINE got its head up on leaving the barriers. 
MAHANADI was crowded shortly after leaving the barriers when ANGEL MINE shifted in. 
MR IDEAL raced three-wide without cover early so improved to sit outside the leader near the 1300 metres. 
SURPASS was held up rounding the home bend and early in the final straight until near the 350 metres when it was angled 
out in order to continue to improve.  
MAHANADI lay in under pressure over the final stages. 
When questioned on the performance of VALLEY OF PENTIRE which finished well back, K Smith said the mare failed to 
handle the Heavy 11 track. 
M Dravitzki reported PERFECT SYMBOL travelled well throughout but failed to respond when placed under pressure and in 
her opinion while the mare handles a heavy track, she prefers loose footing. 
 

Race 6 HOME LEGAL PREMIER 

TWILIGHT DOLL, MACK and GOLDYSOX were all crowded leaving the barrier when runners either side shifted ground. 
GIRL WITH A PEARL and GO BEAUTY were slow to begin. 
GIRL WITH A PEARL had to be steadied when attempting to improve its position near the 600 metres. 
TANSAVA commenced to hang outwards in the straight.  When questioned rider K Myers said the mare was unsuited to 
the track conditions. 
Passing the 200 BRAD THORN shifted out sharply under pressure and in doing so momentarily hampered MACK and GIRL 
WITH A PEARL.  BRAD THORN had to be continuously straightened in the run to the line. 
ELATED was inclined to hang throughout the final straight. 
 

Race 7 ECHOES OF HEAVEN @ LINWOOD PARK PREMIER 

MAROTIRI MISS shifted out on leaving the barriers bumping with PASHA SUMORE which became unbalanced. 
LETSGETITON began awkwardly. 
ROYAL HAZE was crowded leaving the barriers when PAIGE ME began awkwardly and shifted out. 
WANNABE QUEEN and PREPARED were slow to begin. 
MINNALEO raced keenly in the early stages. 
When questioned regarding the performance of PAIGE ME, L Allpress could offer no excuse.  Trainer K Gray advised that 
the mare would now be sent for a spell. 
J Parkes admitted a charge under Rule 636(1) (b) in that he failed to take all reasonable and permissible measures to 
ensure that MAROTIRI MISS finished in the best possible position after he was observed to stop riding his mount out inside 
the final 100 metres and was beaten a nose into second placing.  The JCA after hearing all submissions imposed a 
suspension from the close of racing on 1st June 2013 until the close of racing on 6th July 2013 a period of five weeks.  
 

Race 8 CAMBRIDGE THROUGHBRED LODGE TBS NORTH ISLAND CHALLENGE STAKES 

KARLA BRUNI began awkwardly and was slow away. 
KALGOORLIE BOMBER was slow away. 
I AM SAM had to be steadied off heels for a short distance near the 1000 metres when racing keenly. 
SCARLET O’HARA hung out throughout. 
When questioned into the improved performance of BRAGATO, R Joostens said the gelding raced three-wide at its 
previous start and with natural improvement from that start he was not surprised by the win today. 
 



 

 

Race 9 NEW ZEALAND CAR PARTS PREMIER 

Trainer G Searle was fine $50 after presenting JAMOMITI with gear that was not notified (tongue tie). 
GO THUNDER, THE BEAMA and SEDUCER were all slow to begin. 
ST RANSOM raced three-wide throughout. 
DISDAIN raced three-wide without cover throughout. 
K Smith reported that SEDUCER hung throughout. 
Connections of BEAU AGEN viewed footage of the race near the 150 metres after the gelding was hampered when 
DISDAIN shifted in but elected not to proceed with a protest. 
 

 


